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1: Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide pdf
While the Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide is a valuable resource for Dungeon Masters, it was crafted with players and
their characters foremost in mind. There is a plethora of new character options to intrigue and inspire every member of
the adventuring party.

While we did get some new races in the Princes of the Apocalypse pdf released for free online this is the first
5E splatbook. I get that this is money driven. WotC has a fine team making their content but its also a vastly
slimmed down team from the days of 4E and soliciting submissions for Dungeon Magazine. All of those
adventures are set in the Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting and three of the five are set on the Sword Coast.
The first two are set in the Sword Coast. Out of the Abyss technically takes place largely below the Sword
Coast but again draws on many of the same NPCs and geography. I would be really interested in a podcast or
something about how this book came to be and why now? After three hardcover books and four other
adventures set here I get the sense that maybe people are hungry for products outside this specific portion of a
specific campaign setting. Can anyone tell me without peeking what are three places east of the Sword Coast?
Maybe this is part of their cunning strategy? I paid for this book on the pedigree of the content so far,
something I was not willing to commit to in 4E. Take my gripes as good natured joshing. Okay lets crack this
book open. As I would expect, the introduction is quickly followed by a map andâ€¦. And Neverwinter and
Gauntlgrym that whole area on the left side of the page impossible to read. Who the hell thought this map was
good enough to send to print? Who approved this map? From there we go into rough descriptions of the large
groups that dominate the area. These are lands outside the Sword Coast and the descriptions are burlap rough.
From here we get into the nitty gritty of coinage and how people tell time in the Realms. Then we get into the
official canon history of teh Realms. There is an exhaustive list of all the FR Gods, as many as you could
possibly want. The section on the Gods is pretty damn interesting as it includes descriptions of why normal
people might includes rites to an evil God like Asmodeus in their normal life. See, the Sword Coast has been a
really anarchic region as presented up to this point governed largely by city-states. From here we get into
descriptions of the centers of population in the Sword Coast. The Neverwinter section falls into the uncanny
valley as several passages detail how the canon has been changed since the 4E book came out. The 4E Book
was balls deep in the Spellplague, with blue fired mutants around every corner. I ran a short 5 session 5E game
in Neverwinter earlier this year and found it impossible to divorce the description of the 4E Neverwinter
Setting from the concept of the Spellplague. Now in this description the Spellplague is over, the Chasm a
yawning monster spewing fissure taking up near a quarter of the city is filled in. Also the Blacklake district
has been renamed Bluelake. These sections on the various places of the Sword Coast are really just blocs of
text to me. Is a page and a half on Waterdeep enough for me to run an adventure there? Then we get into
Races. The only new Crunch is a description of Duergar as a PC race. Everything else is welcome flavor, well
written. Something more familiar to me were the way they explained Eladrin being in Eberron where they
wrote in these 5 big towers that mysteriously appeared after the Mourning. If so, you have my sympathy and
leave to ban those races from your FR games. This is the main course. Clerics get the Arcana Domain which is
pretty damn cool. It also would make a dandy Domain for a Dark Sun cleric if we reskinned this to be a
Templar. Long Death is giving you fear attacks and HP when you kill someone much like the Necromancy
specialty school for Wizards. The Sun Soul is basically a wizard or a Laser Cleric. Some classes just get
flavor. I put them both together because they hit on a very similar theme, knighthood. The flavor is virtually
identical and both are giving out buffs to their allies on the battlefield. If you recall, Knight was an option for
fighters during the playtest. There was the Champion, meant to be as simple as possible, and the Battlemaster,
who spent dice as a currency hearkening back to the fighter they came up with way way way back at the start
of the playtest. The Knight kind of stuck out as being not as good as either one. They got some skill bonuses
but seemed vestigial. The idea is that the Knight is using the fighters rechargeable abilities to buff allies which
IS the Warlord. Behold, after three years the Warlord has returned to us. Long Live the Lord of War. If you
put two of these Paladins next to each other, how would you tell the difference? Their Crunch is a bit different.
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They also get the ability to make fiends and undead flee. The Crown Paladin instead forces enemies to stay
where they are and fight you sort of like the 4E Paladin. Then they can also heal damage in addition to
whatever they do with Lay on Hands. Now we come to my favorite part of the book. And the main reason I
did this was I love rogues. The bullshit reason I did this was because I wanted to give good feedback by being
very familiar with one class. I loved how the Rogue had a menu of skill tricks and little abilities that made him
feel like MY Rogue. This is My Rogue. There are many like it but this one is mine. Do you want to be more
agile, tougher in combat, or better with traps? They had a broad list of the different types of Rogues: For the
most part, everyone pimped out their Dexterity and Charisma. Intelligence was the rogue dump stat. No matter
who your Rogue was, the thing he did best was deal damage in combat. I craved a different type of rogue. The
only time he pulls a dagger is when the fight is already won. Then the playtest came out. I had the ability to
choose powers that made this Rogue the silver tongued trickster I wanted to play. And things were good. Then
the last playtest packet came out. Gone was the menu of choices and the vast array of archetypes was trimmed
down to two. The Thief and The Assassin. These carried over to the PHB. The Assassin gets a big damage
boost and charisma abilities to take disguises. But consider Agent Disguises himself, infiltrates, sets traps that
makes his target kill himself. He is an assassin too, but a different type of assassin. Then the thief gets
acrobatics and mobility. Moist von Lipwig is a thief too but he uses a forged document and a smile rather than
a finger knife to cut a purse. The playtest spoiled me with too many options. I wanted to be better at talking
than killing. The Assassin gets that big damage boost on a surprise. Master of Tactics makes the help action a
bonus action. Basically the Mastermind is dishing out advantage to someone every round. Honestly it might be
too powerful. I will say it might make combat a bit boring. With your bonus action going to give other players
advantage each round the only logical thing to do is stick with another player to get your sneak attack each
round. They altered the wording of a power to make it clearer how it interacts with Sneak Attack and they
ditched the French. I like this one too. The Sorcerer has the Storm Origin. Warlocks get the Undying Patron
which is undead themed. Wizards get the Bladesinger option which was previously in the 4E Neverwinter
book. So I guess its FR? After this we get into the Backgrounds. I think Backgrounds are the great
misunderstood feature of 5th Edition.
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2: Candlekeep Forum - Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide.
2. If your character possesses the Elemental Evil story origin, however, you have one more choice to make. Your
character may choose to use either the Elemental Evil Player's Companion OR the Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide as
a source that is legal for your character.

Did you know that the Sword Coast was imagined all the way back in the year ? However, it has been refined
gradually. This guide, therefore, updates the setting and mechanics that you will require to operate with the
ruleset of the 5th edition of the Dungeons and Dragons. The first two chapters of Sword Coast Adventurer
guide focuses on the setting of the Realms, the surrounding islands of the Sword Coast and The Underdark.
The next sections of the book detail the races of the realms and other information that will help you play the
game. Using this guide will, therefore, enable you to craft a backstory that is fantastic. You will, therefore, be
able to create a compelling story. The book also contains detailed artwork throughout it and small green
sidebars. It will help you to craft your fantasy world with ease. The sidebars consist of snippets of songs, a
specific history, and legends that you might integrate into your adventures. You can also translate the artwork
into a reference for your experience and into beautiful examples of what the characters should look like. This
section also covers the skills that each character should possess, the languages they might speak and the
equipment they might carry. Welcome to the Realms It is an introductory chapter. It introduces the Sword
Coast and a wide overview of the Toril. It also includes the Realms history and on different levels of magic. It
also contains essential domains tables. This section presents a general guide to the characters of the place.
Races of the Realms Through this section, you will find the Faerun specifics about the various races. It also
contains several new options to enable your half-elves to replenish their skill for something more specific.
Classes This chapter is about how different organizations should use the various classes. It also contains all the
virtues and mechanical monastic tradition that should be followed by specific orders of monks. These
background options include clan crafter, city watch, Waterdhavian noble and urban bounty hunter.
3: The Sword Coast Adventurerâ€™s Guide
The Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide provides several variants of Tiefling. One of which has no racial spells but a fly
speed of 30ft. instead. So that makes two approved flying races.

4: Games Guide Forum â€¢ View topic - Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide PDF *FREE DOWNLOAD*
NOTE: The Sword Coast Adventures Guide rebuild option expired at the end of season 3 (March 3rd, ) At long last we
have the Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide in our hot little hands and, we must say, it is a great book. Along with some
great background information on the Sword Coast, we've also got some compelling character options for our budding
heroes.

5: Download/Read Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide free pdf - rollscangarcoâ€™s diary
Now we have this mini CG to the Sword Coast: the part of Faerun that was affected the LEAST by the Spellplague. In
short, I believe we will get our Realms, but it's going to be a piece at a time. Jesus said, "I am the Ressurection and the
Life.

6: Sword Coast Adventurer's www.enganchecubano.com - Google Drive
There is also Out of the Abyss. So three "official" campaigns and one guide book as of right meow.

7: Pin by ebooks pdfs on Gaming | Pinterest | Dungeons and Dragons, RPG and Dragon
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Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide (D&D Accessory) PDF Download by Wizards RPG Team on PDF Free "You will like
this book if you understand what it is and what it isn't before buying" according to E. Brum.

8: Free Download Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide Ebook - Free Download Ebooks
D&D Adventurers League Player's Guide Storyline Seasons Every few months, D&D Adventurers League begins a new
storyline season. The storyline season provides a theme and plot elements that connect several adventures together,
forming a sort of "mini campaign." The current storyline season is called Elemental Evil.

9: ðŸ“š [PDF] D&D 5e Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide PDF - Pirated Ebooks
The D&D Adventurers League Player's Guide is a comprehensive guide to all the rules used by players the Sword Coast
Adventurer's Guide, the Elemental Evil.
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